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noted correctly in the scenarios and historical commentary. The Map: On Map #1, the trench line from hexes 3607 to 4005 are missing their brown overprint. 
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Errata Landships! (as of Oct. 1st, 1997) The Box: Yes, the date on the back of the box is wrong! The first tank attack occurred Sept. 15th, 1916. The date is noted correctly in the scenarios and historical commentary. The Map: On Map #1, the trench line from hexes 3607 to 4005 are missing their brown overprint. These are considered trench hexes for all intents and purposes. The Charts: 1. (Correction): The wording on the Communications Check box does not match Rule 5.11c. The rule is correct (an FO is "in communications" on a roll of 4-6). 2. (Clarification): The -1 on the FOT for the French in 1914-15 is not a misprint. Instead it symbolizes the ‚lan of the French 75mm ("Miss 75") gun crews who were trained to literally start firing before they deployed. Naturally these crews were all dead (or at least less enthusiastic by 1916). The Rules: 5.0 (Clarification): There are no practical game distinctions between the effects of on-board artillery and off-board modules. Both have a FS of 10, both may employ FOs to spot, etc. This is a simplification for game purposes and player are free to develop more elaborate artillery rules. 5.12 (Change): During the Joint Aircraft Phase, place the Aircraft directly on the target hex to be Barrage Attacked. As an Aircraft may Observe any hex with 2 of it, during the actual Barrage Phase place the impact marker on any hex within 2 of the Aircraft. The Barrage then takes place in that hex (subject to Scatter). NOTE: This change prevents units from "walking" away to avoid the upcoming Barrage. 5.13 (Addition): Add bridge hexes to the terrain types Automatically Observed. 5.56 (Clarification): This rule applies to an enemy unit which moves into a Gas area and becomes Pinned there. 6.14(a) (Addition): To place a more meaningful penalty on Whippets that go out of control, add +2 to any SAFA attacks conducted by an out of control Whippet later that turn during the Offensive Fire Phase. 6.16 (Addition): Increase the German A7V's breakdown modifier to +0 in any scenario taking place in Sept. 1918 or later. This reflects increased reliability of the tank once certain modifications were made. 6.34 (Clarification): There is no minimum distance a cavalry unit may charge at. A charge may begin from a hex adjacent to the enemy. 6.35 (Addition): This rule applies when at least two cavalry troop units exist to form a group. 7.15 (Clarification): Player may deploy Wire markers on top of their own trench hexes. In this case, Wire penalties are cumulative with Trench benefits.



NOTE: Players may wish to adopt this tactic to deny the enemy the full benefit of capturing a friendly trench line. When this tactic is chosen, the wire is assumed to be on both sides of the trench line, hence the penalty (those inside feel trapped!) 8.21 (Clarification): Spotting Ranges represent the distance that one unit may see another unit occupying a particular terrain type, not the range at which a unit may see out of a particular terrain type. If spotting into a woods/hill hex, use the hill spotting range limits. 8.22 (Tip On Play): To remember which units have fired defensively or offensively, rotate them 90§ when they do so. 8.23 (Clarification): If either the firing or target unit is occupying the blocking terrain, the LOS is not blocked (assuming no other intervening blocking terrain between them). The LOS may be traced along the line forming the side of a single blocking terrain hex, but not along two or more, or between two adjacent blocking terrain hexes. Case 1 (Clarification): The restrictions on tracing a LOS through friendly units applies even if they are occupying a trench hex in front of the firing unit(s). NOTE: This restriction is in the game to encourage proper tactics regarding flank attacks. Imagine a line of four enemy units along a row of hexes. If they were allowed to project as much fire to the flank as to their front, no flank attack could ever succeed. Player who wish to simulate British indirect fire MG tactics may allow British MG platoons (only) to fire through friendly units but the MG SACRT bonus (-1) is lost. The morale penalty still applies for coming under MG fire. Case 6 (Addition): Players may not trace a LOS through a hex (and thus may not fire through) that is undergoing an indirect barrage attack that turn. NOTE: This addition will allow players with lots of artillery to recreate the famous "Barrage Box" artillery tactic, shielding their units from enemy observation as they slog through no man's land. 8.56 (Clarification): After firing but missing a Vehicular target, no target acquisition die roll modifier applies if firing at the same target. It does apply if firing at a new target. 8.64 (Clarification): Terrain effects are cumulative (so a strongpoint in a trench hex provides a SAFA modifier of +3). 9.2 and 9.3 (Clarification): If a unit suffers a second Pin result and cannot retreat (for any reason), it is Eliminated instead. Units may retreat through a minefield but must roll for hits (Ouch!). Units may retreat off the map but may not reenter (they do not count as eliminated however). 10.0 (Reiteration): Units do not unpin automatically if they are inside the three hex radius of a Gas marker. 12.1 (Clarification): Players may not deliberately target or conduct Barrage Attacks or SAFAs into or out of a hex that is locked in Close Assault Combat. Note that an indirect fire Barrage Attack may accidentally scatter into such a hex. Vehicles alone in a hex with enemy FTs, CTs or Vehicles may conduct SAFAs or ATFAs (at range 0) against them in place of the Close Assault Combat procedure. 12.22 (Change): Allow FT units with a MR of 5 to Close Assault Tanks but only in Town hexes. The Scenarios: 17.4 (Addition): Boats may stack a maximum of one per hex and do block the LOS through the hex. Steamers which became disabled are not removed from the game. FT units forced to disembark during an enemy Defensive Fire Phase may move in their subsequent Movement Phase if unpinned.



17.5 (Addition): Tank Fright is checked for in the German player's half of the turn as well as for any German units that remain in the tank's hex. Germans must roll even if adjacent to a Broken Down tank. Also the German Turn 6 reinforcements should read three 3-6-3 infantry and one 3-9-3 MG platoon. 17.7 (Change): The scenario length is 14 turns, not 12. Also reinforcements cannot be delayed as to when they arrive, they must enter on the designated turn or they do not arrive at all. 17.12 (Change): Increase the scenario length to 12 turns. In addition, any German tank in Bailed Out condition at the end of the game counts as if it were eliminated. German Turn 6 reinforcements should be 2-6-4 platoons, not 2-6-5s 17.14 (Correction): The two British 4-9-5 infantry platoons entering on Turn 1 should, of course, be 4-6-5 platoons. 17.17 (Correction):: US Turn 4 reinforcements should be 3-6-3 platoons, not 2-6-3s. 17.18 (Correction): British Turn 1 reinforcements should be 2-9-4 MG platoons, not 2-9-5s. 17.19 (Correction): There are only 19 4-6-5 infantry platoons in the Central Powers countermix and the scenario calls for 20. Use one 3-6-5 instead. Also, the Allied unit starting in hex 4925 on Map 2 should start in 4626 instead. 17.21 (Clarification): The German LK IIs are cannon armed in this scenario.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

MODA. Tape Noise Reduction Unit. Car Decoder. The dbx 222 delivers the musical impact of the 224, at an economical price. It incorporates all of the same ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

TAPE: E LINE. BOECODE INCODE A. COPY MAITLARI. ENCODE. CANCEL. siteTOR. SOUND PROCUBRDA. MONITOR. æ—¥åœ¨æ—¥ELETE-. YA. TAPE 1. TAPER.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Just the Right Response. MEMORY ... It's a microprocessor-controlled 14-band graphic equalizer. It's a real-time analysis display. ... equalizers work in bringing dramatic improvements to the ... on the pink-noise generator, adjust its output, and ..
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

SEE NEC SECTION 810.21 (11. a - Use No. ... In addition to an SNR 1 and this instruction manual, the carton should contain a okup cables with ... Back cover. SPECIFICATIONS. System. Cutoff. Single-ended source noise reduction; .... NOTE: the design i
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

this capability. It restores the "punch," the even if you're not using the expander, you Almost no noise at all. excitement, of a live performance. can adjust the ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

should contain: 1) a set (two pairs) of hookup cables with RCA phono, or pin, jacks; ... system, and at least three sound processors through just a single tape- monitor loop on ..... Other times non-dbx noise-reduction systems are .... models 117/8/9
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

dynamic range of 90dB or more, but cassette tapes, even the highest- performance metal ones, can deliver only 55 to 60dB. Does this mean that it's hopeless to ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

cassette or open reel tape recorder can perform at a level fully comparable to sophisticated PCM digital recording systems. That is, with the dbx 224X, you can.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Over Easy, from none to infinity, maximum 40 dB of gain. Set at 200 mV, ranges from 18mv to 2.2V. +/-0.5 dB 20 Hz- 20 kHz. 106 dB, peak-A-weighted noise.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Relocate the DX5 with respect to the receiver, or move it away from the receiver;. Plug the ... Get a Philips screwdriver, put a newspaper or towel on a flat surface ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

on the market. Just insert the PPA-1's ... Separate left/right volume controls ... Total Harmonic. Distortion ... the proper 1:2 expansion ratio, letting you enjoy the ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

high-regulation toroidal power transformer. The second is the use of ... We also took extreme care to ensure effective isolation of audio signals and video signals.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

microphone at any desired listening posi- ... Power Requirements 120V, 60Hz ... Accuracy of Equalizer. +1.4dB at full boost or cut. Max. Input Level. 5V. Max.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

like best take on a whole new life, as will pop-FM stations. Similarly jazz, especially walking-bass solos and big-band blowouts with swing drumming. Like pop ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

original is the dbx II. It assures that no audible tape noise is added by the tape recording process. Only noise present in the original source will survive the dbx Il ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

the frequency response of a music hall. IIIIIIIII ' I' The dbx 20/20 is the state-of-the—art in ... truly serious about high fidelity. r! _ III I' I - _ I 15" “Wilda-Hun I.“ .IIFIT.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

All tape loops are buffered for minimal crosstalk between and among audio and video sources. The tone controls switch between conventional bass/treble ...
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Errata Landships! - Clash of Arms Games 

occupying a trench hex in front of the firing unit(s). NOTE: This restriction is in the game to encourage proper tactics regarding flank attacks. Imagine a line.
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Ah, yes, the tailwheel airplane 

dragger pilots learn early that their life is a billion percent ... the airplane and earn the flight in- structor's ... Then, when you start talking aero- batics, antique, or ...
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On the distribution of cloud sizes as the limit of the ... - Florin Spineanu 

The Poisson distribution is a fixed point (unfortunately is wrong). 3. Processes that generate clustering. The Weierstrass function. 4. Continuous Time Random ...
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On the Representation of the Natural Numbers as the ... - Farhi Bakir 

And by applying Legendre's theorem, we show that every natural number is the sum of three ... We also propose two conjectures on the subject. 1 Introduction.
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SAVE THE DATE 

Aperçu du travail de l'Armée du Salut Suisse dans le domaine de la migration et développement des offres. 19 mai 2017. Paroisse Paulus, Freiestrasse 20, ...
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Is â€œbeing bornâ€� in the best interest of the child? - June the 1st, is the 

... not to live avoids all harm, avoids even the harm of being deprived of happiness ... advantage goes to the former which ensures its continuity through the ...
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National Report on the implementation of the 

relatives Ã  l'application de l'Instrument International de TraÃ§age ? ... d'exercer un contrÃ´le effectif sur l'exportation, l'importation, le transit ou la .... g) Autres : [Si autre, prÃ©cisez svp]. Programme d'action II.19. 9.4 Pendant la pÃ©riod
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